
Measuring force can quantify the behavior 
and performance of a product. BY MARK FRIDMAN

 A motorized test stand ensures constant test speed 
and axial alignment, yielding more accurate and 
repeatable results. Source: Mark-10
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MEASUREMENT

HARNESSING THE POWER OF

DIGITAL
FORCE
GAGES
Force gage may not be the most familiar term to engineers

and quality control professionals. When posed with the 
question of how to measure force, a 
load cell may come to mind, or, on 
the other end of a spectrum, a tensile 
tester or materials tester. One could be 
forgiven for not being aware of force 
gages, as they were relatively basic 
until the digital revolution changed 
things dramatically in the 1980s and 
1990s. And today, they still serve a 
unique and subtle purpose that can be 
difficult to neatly define.

WHAT IS A FORCE GAGE?
A force gage can be an end-all-be-all 
solution for specific tests, or a com-
ponent of a larger test system. It can 

be handheld, or integrated into a 
manual or motorized test stand. 
Its onboard capabilities make it 
simple enough for hand operated tests, yet sophisticated 
enough to integrate with PLCs, data collection software, 
motorized test stands, and other devices. They are com-
monly used in research, quality control, and produc-
tion environments.

TECH TIPS
 » Force gages are available 
in a range of capacities 
and resolutions to 
accommodate a wide 
variety of applications. 

 » For example, a suture 
manufacturer may need 
to measure 50 N of force, 
while a manufacturer of 
wire harnesses may need 
to measure 5,000 N. 

 » With any application, a 
gage should be selected 
with a capacity that is as 
close as possible to the 
maximum expected force.



WHY MEASURE FORCE?
Measuring static compression or ten-
sion force yields a wealth of informa-
tion important in many industries—for 
example, the opening force of a sealed 
bag of potato chips, the extension force 
of a spring, or the pull-off force of a 
crimped wire terminal. Force data 
makes it possible to quantify the qual-
ity of materials, assemblies or finished 
products. Proper force testing prevents 
potentially costly recalls, litigation and 
customer dissatisfaction in general. 

HOW DOES A DIGITAL FORCE 
GAGE WORK?
At the heart of a digital force gage is 
a strain gage-based load cell. Strain 
gages applied to the load cell stretch 
and retract as a variable force deforms 
its structure. Deformation of the strain 
gages changes the electrical resistance 
in the circuit, thereby correlating force 
to voltage. This signal is converted into 
a digital signal, further manipulated by 
a microprocessor, and converted into 
units of lbF, kgF, N and other mea-
surement units displayed on an LCD. 
The load cell is mounted to a metal 
case sturdy enough to withstand the 
maximum force rating. Attached to the 
load cell is a shaft with a threaded end 
to accommodate attachments, such as 
hooks, clamps and specialized fixtures. 

SELECTING AN 
APPROPRIATE CAPACITY
Force gages are available in a range of 
capacities and resolutions to accommo-
date a wide variety of applications. For 
example, a suture manufacturer may 
need to measure 50 N of force, while 
a manufacturer of wire harnesses may 
need to measure 5,000 N. 

With any application, a gage 
should be selected with a capacity 
that is as close as possible to the max-
imum expected force. Since accuracy 
is typically specified as a percentage 
of full range, lower force readings 
are subject to an increasingly large 
error as a percentage of reading. For 
example, if the choice of force gages 
includes 5, 10, 20 and 50 N capacity 
models, and the requirement is for 
15 N of force, the 20 N model is most 
appropriate. In general, a force gage 
should be used between 20% and 80% 
of its capacity, for best accuracy and 
margin of safety. 

In many applications, the peak force 
is of most interest, that is, the force 
at which a sample broke, engaged or 
loosened. This force is often how manu-
facturers gage the performance of their 
product. In other cases, force gages are 
used to apply a specified force to a sam-
ple to determine if the sample remains 
intact, such as in wire crimp pull testing. 

Although force gages may be 
handheld for less demanding applica-
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A basic digital 
force gage can be 
compact, low cost, 
and simple to use. 
It is often used as 
a replacement of 
an older mechani-
cal force gage. 
Source: Mark-10
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Readout options include dial/digital 
indicators and transducers for highest 
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tions, it is considered best practice
to mount the gage to a test stand, 
actuator, or other fixture. This type of 
mounting reduces the inf luence due 
to operator variability, which can lead 
to inconsistent readings. It also helps 
to ensure axial alignment with respect 
to the load cell shaft. Side loading, 
which can be difficult to avoid dur-
ing hand testing, can skew the force 
reading and potentially damage the 
load cell. 

SELECTING AN APPROPRIATE  
GAGE MODEL 
The variety of force gage models has 
proliferated over the years, satisfying 
accuracy, physical size, user interface, 
outputs and other requirements. More 
sophisticated gage models have a set 
of functions that in the past were 
relegated to more complex testing 
machines. For example, upper and 
lower limits can be configured within 
a force gage. Indicators and tones 
alert the operator if the result is out-
side of an established reference range. 
Set point outputs can trigger an 

alarm, buzzer, or PLC, for integration 
into a production or test station.

Beyond simple peak force capture 
mentioned earlier, continuous data 
collection is sometimes required for 
analysis of force vs. time or vs. dis-
tance, when combined with an encoder 
or scale. USB output from the force 
gage may be used to stream data to a 
PC for tabulation, graphing, and fur-
ther manipulation. Continuous analog 
output can be streamed into a data 
acquisition system.

Data memory offers users the abil-
ity to save individual peak readings for 
later download, a useful convenience 
if the measurements are taken in a 
remote location away from a PC. For 
special applications requiring the cap-
ture of continuous data at high speed, 
or for data collection over a long period 
of time, certain gages can acquire such 
data and store it in memory—thus 
eliminating the need for data acquisi-
tion hardware and software.

Measuring the average force over a 
period of time is a common require-
ment in the packaging industry, 

An advanced digital force gage can store 
continuous data at high speed, interface 
with a footswitch, perform automatic 
output / zero / save, and other functions 
allowing for integration with test systems 
and data collectors. Source: Mark-10
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Ball Gage or Pin Gage?

How many times have you mea-

sured holes with a pin gage only to 

get it stuck?   

See:  www.precisionballs.com

You can save time with a Ball 

Gage. The Ball Gage will always 

self align and slide right in a hole 

at any angle.

Even when a cylindrical hole is 

bent or cambered the Ball Gage 

will still faithfully measure the 

true cylindrical diameter.

Is friction slowing you down?  

Use a Ball Gage to measure that 

internal cylindrical hole.  

The contact line between a ball 

and a parts surface is only an ex-

tremely narrow line.  This line 

leads to almost no friction so the 

ball literally falls through the hole.

Micro Surface Engr., Inc.
1550 E. Slauson Ave

Los Angeles, CA 90011

323-582-7348

www.precisionballs.com

while the external trigger function
accurately captures the force at which 
a switch activates—two special mea-
surement modes that are available in 
some gages.

In busy testing environments, high 
throughput and ergonomics rank high 
in the list of priorities. Some force 
gages address these objectives via a 
footswitch input, for hands-free activa-
tion of functions such as data output, 
data storage and zero display. These 
types of functions can also be trig-
gered automatically upon detection of 
a sample break, defined as a percentage 
drop from peak force. In high volume 
environments, concerns about improp-
er use or sabotage can be assuaged via 
password protection. 

WHAT CAN’T A FORCE GAGE DO?
Because test speed and orientation can-
not be guaranteed when used by hand, 
accuracy and repeatability may be 
lower than when used on a test stand. 

Another limitation to consider is 
position accuracy. If using a force 
gage in combination with a position 
encoder to measure force vs. distance, 
a correction factor must be manually 
applied. As the force gage’s load cell is 
compressed or pulled, it deforms. 
Deformation of 0.010 inch at 
full scale is typical. If a very 
stiff sample is tested with total 
deflection of only 0.050 inch, 
for example, an offset of 0.010 inch 
represents a 20% error.  

CALIBRATION
Force gages are calibrated utilizing 
certified dead weights or second-
ary standards such as load cells with 
indicators. For gages with capacities 
of approximately 100 lbF or less, a 
simple benchtop L-bracket with hook 
and dead weights are appropriate. For 
capacities higher than 100 lbF, refer-
ence load cells are more widely used, 
often mounted to a high capacity force 
test stand. Fine screw pitch on such 
test stands is helpful for accurate posi-
tioning in loading the gage to specific 
calibration points. Multiple points may 
be specified during the calibration 
process, which can help ensure accu-
racy even when the load cell’s linearity 
is less than perfect.

The common recommended cali-
bration interval is one year, however, 

verification of accuracy should be
performed more frequently, especially 
if the gage was dropped or overloaded. 
Overloads will not always damage the 
load cell, as they are generally protect-
ed to at least 150% of capacity. 

Measuring force can quantify the 
behavior and performance of a prod-
uct. A force gage is an invaluable tool 
for manufacturers of materials, assem-
blies, and finished products in virtually 
every industry. Q

Mark Fridman is the sales and marketing man-
ager at Mark-10 Corp. For more information, call
(888) MARK-TEN, email mf@mark-10.com or
visit www.mark-10.com.

A manual test stand is an economical 
way of aligning the load cell’s axis of 
force with the sample. Source: Mark-10




